
Bespoke and Commissions:
‘Dr. Jane Goodall’ is the first piece in a 
project which aims to create portraits of 
women who have excelled in male dominated 
industries or areas. 

WildBird Studio is a Stained 
Glass workshop set up by 
Alison Byrne in the heart of 
Dublin City. She designs and 
creates each piece by hand 
in a contemporary geometric 
style, drawing from popular 
culture and design trends.

WildBird Studio
studiowildbird@gmail.com

www.wildbirdstudio.ie

Corner Accents:
Corner accents are a lovely way to bring 
the luxury and decadence of stained glass 
into your home without having to commit 
to a full window.  They 
are best when hung in 
windows but they are 
equally delightful 
hung within the house 
as beautiful touches to 
alcoves, room dividers 
and open plan walkways.

About WildBird Studio:

Prints and Cards:
These prints and cards were 
a natural progression from 
the original pressed flower 
and glass wall-hangings. 
With no delicate glass they 
are perfect for tourists and 
gift giving . There are 6 
styles to choose from in both 
the prints and the cards.

‘Eye’ commissioned 
for ARTzheimers 
is on display at 
the Civic Theatre, 
Tallaght.

press ed & made by

Code: press edflower007
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Wallflowers:
These Victorian style flower frames are 
made with hand picked and pressed flowers 
from around the Dublin area. Each flower 
is pressed then arrange between 2 sheets 
of glass, which is then completely soldered 
closed. Each hanging will naturally 
be individual. Some flowers may not be 
available out of season. As they are real 
flowers the colour will fade over time 
so it is best to keep them out of direct 
sunlight. Comes in a copper finish. Sizes 
are XS, S, M and L.

Lighting:

Terrariums:
All terrariums are watertight so are 
suitable for cut flowers or for planting.

Wall hanging:
‘Triangle’  and ‘Diamond’ Wall mounted 
terrariums create beautiful vertical 
gardens.

Sitting:
‘Dodecahedron’, the most recognisable 
terrarium shape and ‘Anna’ make great 
ecosystems for small cacti and succulents.

‘Dodecahedron’ 
Born from the terrariums this large lamp 
comes in 2 sizes 25cm diameter and 30cm 
diameter. 

‘Geode’
The Geode lamp came from a collaboration 
with Ben Walsh Designs. The base diameter 
is 14cm, top diameter 17cm and height 31cm.

‘Tesseract’
The mathematical 4th dimensional cube! 
This lamp measures 20cm squared.  

‘Wonky’
Born of a happy accident this lamp is in 
collaboration with KaÏkø Studïø. A concrete 
base and off centre glass top. 

All lamps come with bulb and E27 fitting 
included. Solder finishes include black, 
copper and silver.


